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It’s easy to breathe a sigh of relief 
when harvest is complete and the crop 
is in the bin. Unfortunately, farmers are 
oTen quick to put the combine back in 
the shed when the last acre has been cut.  

According to Kevin Bien, AGCO 
product manager for Massey Ferguson 
combines, one of the best times to prepare 
the combine for next season is before it’s 
put away. In fact, ignoring it until next 
year could cost you money. 

“Obviously, it’s a good idea to check all 
the belts and chains for excessive wear,” he 
says. “But it’s also important to clean ot 
as much dirt and chat as possible, since it 
can draw moisture into the surrounding 
areas through condensation.

“However, it’s best to use an air 
compressor and hose instead of a 
pressure washer,” he adds. “Using a 
power washer can force water into the 
bearings. It’s be—er to reserve the soap 
and water for cleaning the engine.”

Based in the heart of the Wheat Belt, 

where he sees dozens of combines every 
year, Marty Kingsbury, service manager 
at Lang Diesel Inc. in Smith Center, 
Kansas, has a several tips of his own 
about end-of-season clean-up on the 
Massey Ferguson combines he services. 

Fuel treatment. “Treating the fuel 
with a biocide is one of the important 
things these days,” he relates. “Since 
the government has mandated the use 
of low-sulfur diesel, there’s a lot be—er 
chance of algae forming in the fuel tank. 
And with today’s plastic fuel tanks, it’s 
almost impossible to get rid of any algae 
buildup, once it’s started.”

pest control. Kingsbury suggests 
that customers pick up a few packets of 
mouse repellent to keep rodents away 
from cab wiring and hoses. Lang Diesel 
sells one called Fresh Cab, but there are 
other sprays and packets on the market 
that do the same thing.   

Formulated with various oils, 
including peppermint, balsam fir, citrus 
and/or menthol, they not only repel 
rodents, but leave the cab smelling fresh 
next seasonffas opposed to the smell of 
dead mice from poison. 

blow out the header. Kingsbury 
advises customers to set the header on 
pallets or old tires and blow out any 
crop material leT between the two foors 
on a fex header. “Again, it’s to prevent 
condensation, which can lock up some 
of the header action, from forming.”  

servIce the lIttle thIngs. Before 
parking it away for the winter, make 
sure the cooling system has plenty of 
antifreeze, says Kingsbury. “It doesn’t 
hurt to disconnect the ba—ery cables, 
either. It may take a li—le extra time 
now, but the steps you take aTer harvest 
may just save a lot more time next 
season.”

winter Is the time 
For parts savings

getting your equipment serviced before winter 

sets in is a good idea for many reasons. It is easier 

to identify any issue that may have occurred right 

after harvest. studies have shown that routine 

maintenance can reduce repair cost by  25 percent 

over the life of the machine. plus your dealer may 

also be offering special incentives on parts and 

service for this work to be done now.
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